Interaction of processes on different length scales in a bioelastomer capable of performing energy conversion.
This work concerns the aggregation properties of (Gly-Val-Gly-Val-Pro)(251) rec, a polypentapeptide reflecting a highly conserved repetitive unit of the bioelastomer, elastin. On raising the temperature of aqueous solutions above 25 degrees C, this polypeptide was already known to undergo concurrent conformational changes (hydrophobic folding), phase separation, and self-assembly with formation of aggregated three-stranded filaments composed of dynamic polypeptide helices, called beta-spirals. Aggregates obtained from the solution can be shaped into bands that acquire entropic elastic properties upon gamma-irradiation and can perform a variety of energy conversions. Previous studies have shown that aggregation is prompted by the (diverging) critical fluctuations of concentration occurring in the solution, in vicinity of its spinodal line. Here, we present combined circular dicroism (CD) and light scattering experiments, and independent fittings of experimental data to the theoretical spinodal and binodal (coexistence) lines. Results show the following logical and causal sequence of processes: (a) Smooth and progressive conformational changes promoted by concentration fluctuations occurring as temperature is raised "pull down" (in the temperature scale) the instability region of the solution. (b) This further promotes critical fluctuations. (c) The related locally high concentration prompts a further substantial conformational change ending in triple-helix formation and coacervation. (d) This intertwining of processes, covering different length scales (from that of individual peptides to the mesoscopic one of demixed regions), is related to the fact that solvent-induced interactions play a strong role over the entire scale span. These results concur with other recent ones in pointing out that process interactions over many length-scales probably reflect a frequent if not ubiquitous pattern in protein aggregation. This may be highly relevant to the desirable deep understanding of such phenomenon, whose interests cover many fields.